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Flexible S1000D Viewer:
Online, Standalone & Mobile
Save time and increase productivity with the browser-based viewer system
Newly Renamed Browser-Based Viewer Provides Powerful Data Access
With a new mobile deployment option, a flexible browser-based interface and other
extensive architecture improvements, Inmedius® S1000Dinteract™ has a new name:
Inmedius® S1000Dprism™.
Prism is the ultimate tool for viewing S1000D information compiled from the Common
Source Data Base (CSDB). With a familiar browser-based environment, Prism organizes
and simplifies the navigation of massive amounts of highly detailed documentation,
delivering streamlined and robust Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals (IETMs).
A responsive layout allows the user interface to reconfigure itself based upon screen
size. Whether used on a desktop, laptop or touchscreen device, Prism maintains the
same appearance and behavior across platforms. Users feel at ease and proficient with
access to annotations, bookmarks, change bars, search and other advanced features.
A flexible architecture allows quick and easy customization to accommodate customerspecific requirements for presentation, while maintaining the integrity of the source data.
Prism, together with the integrated Inmedius® S1000D Publishing Suite™, offers an
end-to-end solution to successfully manage the technical documentation process.
Key Benefits
View S1000D documents in a familiar browser-based environment

nn
nn

Mobile device access license option available

nn

Supports both connected and disconnected operations

nn

Accommodate customer-specific requirements

nn

Significantly less time for software installations

nn

Search for information quickly and easily

Key Features
Consistent Presentation
Create consistency and structure by
presenting information in exactly the same
format on paper as on screen. Users
experience a consistent look throughout
the viewing process.
Highlight Changes
Emphasize data changes, enabling users
to quickly locate and review updated
content.

Standalone or Server-Based Access
The browser-based user interface of
Prism enables access to content in
both standalone and server-based
environments, without the need for
time-consuming software installations on
additional machines. Prism also works
in conjunction with existing authoring
and management tools, automatically
formatting and displaying the composite
information.

Prism represents each manual as a card, showing the current status icon, manual title, ID,
language code and date. A simple click on the icon opens a manual. A swipe or click brings
up additional actions for system administrators.

The Inmedius® S1000D Publishing Suite™ offers an end-to-end solution to support
the entire S1000D documentation lifecycle. These integrated applications create,
organize and distribute data and technical information assets in a performance-oriented
environment.
Inmedius Spectrum™ Architecture
Prism v6.0 leverages the newly developed Inmedius Spectrum™ architecture, designed
to enable enterprise-level installations with significantly enhanced system performance,
security and resource optimization capabilities. Inmedius Spectrum provides a browserbased, scalable architecture that facilitates management, authoring, and publishing of
technical data, with capabilities to support multiple aircraft and other commercial and
defense equipment programs with very large data sets. Inmedius Spectrum also enables
deployment in a cloud-based environment if required.

Other Services provided by CDG
Technical Publications
Authoring & Software
nn Aviation technical publications
nn S1000D, ATA, numerous military specs
nn Inmedius® software
Engineering Learning Media Solutions
eLearning Content Development
nn 3D Modeling and Simulation
nn Focus on Equipment Operations
and Maintenance

Integrated Design &
Certification Services
nn EASA.21J.536 Design Organisation
Approval
nn Aircraft Interiors Engineering Design
nn Major and Minor Change Approvals
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